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The glorious Eternal Dimension of actuality encompasses All in All in equal quality of 
His love, which enwraps entirety and completion such that nothing is diminished by their 
manifestly sequential, physical “transactions in transitions.” Hence, all is actualized in 
ultimate fulfillment in the Heavenlies, in Christ, which engender consummation in reality 
according to God’s eternal purpose in the finalized realm! Romans 8:38-39 states, "for I 
am persuaded that neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor powers, nor 
things present, nor things to come, nor height, nor depth, nor any other creature, shall 
be able to separate us from the love of God, which is in Christ Jesus our Lord." This 
expression of unconditional confidence is evinced in the reliability of Eternality’s credible 
sphere, in which perfection is inherent in comprehension “with all saints,” in this glorious 
dimension.  

Ephesians 3:19 latter phrase is “that you may be, having been filled to all the fullness of 
God," i.e., engrossed in the richest measure of His Divine Presence, having been wholly 
encased in God’s SAYING (Hebrews 11:3). GOD in the entire universe exhibits purpose 
outreach; absolved in consignment of surety in totality of His actualized being. Such is 
inherently providential of realism in Mercy and Grace. The Grace Scriptures teach this 
comprehension in every respect of actualized dimension, regardless of how expansive it 
inquires. ALL is covered by the Love of Christ in containment of actualized reception of 
His salvation, which is to the uttermost. Love decreed it, Love shall fulfill, having fulfilled 
it, “until” All in manifestation are filled and flooded with this reality, in knowing, having 
known the joy of His marvelous, boundless GRACE!  

The Grace Gospel Church Ministry believes and teaches that GOD IS LOVE, in that His 
outreach in GRACE is superior to all the creeds of moralized traditions; encumbered in 
time spans. In this enlightenment, the ages’ courses aren’t such a mystery, because All 
is fitted in Him, through Him and for Him (Colossians 1:16). God’s plan of love evinces 
in the depth to which finalized creation was acquired. Hence, earth's Garden of Eden, 
as well as Gethsemane, was always within Divine Control. GOD IS LOVE to the extent 
to which ALL was raised in Redemption, full and free, and was purposed “long before 
the fall.” GOD IS LOVE over His entire vast domain. In each of measurement's degree, 
GOD IS LOVE surpasses every score, from outer edge to innermost core; and yet GOD 
IS LOVE has abounded more and more, in entire creation pre-determinately restored. 
GOD IS LOVE exhibits inherent completion of “all in all” (the eternal dimension)!  

 


